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The presentation discusses preliminary data concerning relative clause structure in Ket, an 
endangered isolate spoken in Central Siberia. This topic has so far received relatively little 
attention in the existing literature on Ket morphosyntax. The main aim of this presentation is, 
therefore, to describe basic structural properties of relative clauses in the Ket language. Ket is 
basically (though not rigidly) an SOV language with a highly complex polysynthetic verbal 
morphology. Most verbs show obligatory agreement (person, gender/class, number) with core 
arguments. There is no differentiation between subject/object at the noun phrase level – both 
arguments are zero-marked. The differentiation depends on word-order and sets of verb-
internal agreement markers [cf. 1, p. 22].  
 The given description of relative clauses is based on texts and grammars of the Ket 
language. Structurally, Ket relative clauses can be divided into the following three types (the 
relative terminology is adopted from [2, p. 23]): I) embedded; II) co-relative; III) free. 
Embedded relative clauses in Ket are externally headed and can either precede (ex. 1) or 
follow (ex. 2) their heads. In general, prenominal relative clauses have a fully finite verb and 
contain no relativizing element in their structure, though there are a few examples with a 
special relativizer preceding the head (ex. 3). There are also non-finite constructions with the 
so-called “infinitive”, which can be regarded as participial relatives (ex. 4). Postnominal 
relatives can be introduced by the relativizer (ex. 2), an interrogative pronoun (ex. 5) or by a 
gap (ex. 6). Postnominal relative clauses have fully finite syntax.  
 Co-relative type includes correlative (ex. 7) and extraposed (ex. 8) relative clauses. The 
internal structure of extraposed relatives in Ket is the same as in postnominal relatives. Matrix 
clauses in correlatives are introduced by the words of demonstrative/deictic semantics. In 
addition to correlatives with an explicit head, there exists a headless correlative strategy (ex. 9). 
Normal free relatives (ex. 10) are relatively rare in Ket. They seem to be outcompeted by 
headless correlatives. This is not surprising since 1) correlatives and free relatives have 
similar semantics 2) headless correlatives are construed in the same way as normal free 
relatives [2, p. 26]. 
 

Examples: 
Note: All the examples are in phonological transcription with morpheme breaks. The curly brackets indicate that 
the element in brackets is not present in particular phonetic realization. Relative clauses are in square brackets. 

 
1) [qodes        ɤt-dal     o6-k5-o4-n2-{d}en0]         keˀd     d{u}8-e7-bu6-k5-bes0 

[yesterday  2PL-ABL  3M8-TH5-PST4-PST2-go0]   person  3M8-√7-3COREF6-TH5-R0 
 ‘The man, who left us yesterday, got lost.’ 
 

2) unaŋ-diŋta    īs    bɤnsaŋ  a       kɤjka-n  [qode   bāt        bɤ̄n   d{u}8-b3-l2-{a0}] 
 net-3N.ADES  fish  NEG       CONJ   head-PL  [REL    old.man  NEG   3M8-3N3-PST2-eat0] 
   ‘There was no fish in the net, but only (fish) heads, which the old man didn’t eat.’ 
 
3) [qokdi    qō    oŋ6-{k5}-o4-{n2-de}n0]           deˀŋ 
 [autumn  REL  3AN.PL8-TH5-PST4-PST2-go0]  people 
   ‘The people, who went away in autumn.’ 
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4) bèd    doˀn 
 make  knife 
   ‘a knife, which is/was being made’ 
 
5) kide  keˀd     [bitse     d{u}8-b3-il2-i/bed0   áb-ata  doˀn] 
 this    person  [who.M  3M8-3N3-PST2-make0  1-BEN   knife] 
   ‘This man, who made a knife for me.’ 
 
6) ā  bo6-k5-o4-n2-{de}n0     baˀŋ    [boˀq  dɤ8-b3-l2-{a0}] 
 1  16-TH5-PST4-PST2-go0   place   [fire    3F8-3N3-PST2-eat0] 
   ‘I went to the place, which was burned (place fire-ate-it).’ 
 
7) [qīm      qode   u-kaŋa  bad      d{i}8-asan7-l2-bed0]      tu-de  da8-i{k}7-n2-bes0 
 [woman  REL    2-DAT    PART    18-speak7-PST2-ITER0]   this-F  3F8-here7-PST2-move0 
   ‘The woman I told you about has come.’ 
 
8) āt kinij   īs    {di8}-b3-l2-a0       [qode   qodes          {di8}-daq7-q5-b3-n2-a0] 
 1  today fish  18-3N3-PST2-eat0   [REL    yesterday     18-grill7-TH5-3N3-PST2-R0] 
   ‘Today I eat the fish that I grilled yesterday.’ 
 
9) [ana   aqta   d{u}8-lobed7-a4-bet0]     tu-d     aqta    du8-k5-a4-daq0 
 [who  good  3M8-work7-NPST4-ITER0] this-M  good  3M8-TH5-NPST4-live0 
   ‘Who works well, that lives well.’ 
 
10) ad inam      bɤ̄n   d{i}8-a4-(s)-aq0   [bisaŋ   bad       les-ke       {du8}-t/o4-l2-ka0] 
 1  long.ago NEG   18-TH7-(MS)-go0  [where old.man forest-LOC  3M8-AT/PST4-PST2-walk0] 
   ‘I don’t go for a long time (to the place) where the old man (bear) walked in the forest.’ 
 
 
Glossing: 1/2/3 = 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person, ABL = ablative, ADES = adessive, AN = animate, AT = 
atelic marker, BEN = benefactive, CAUS = causative marker, CONJ = conjunction, COREF = 
coreferential marker, DAT = dative, F = feminine, ITER = iterative, LOC = locative, M = 
masculine, MS = morphotactic separator, N =  inanimate, NEG = negation, NPST= non-past, 
PART = particle, PL = plural, PST = past, REL =  relativizer, TH = thematic consonant, √ = 
semantics is not clear.  
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